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Land bou ht for organizational use
by Laura Popoff
News Reporter

The University ha<: purchased
30 acres of wooded land ,located
in East Claridon, Ohio, for a pnce
!!lrt~"' of 5190,000, JCU officials said
last week.
The land, known as Thorn
Acres, is situated approxtmately
27 miles from campus. It includes
two wooden couages, four lakes,
and a tennis court.
Together the cottages can
house 18 people and are fully
furnished with kitchen appliances,
living room furniture, bedroom
sets, and linens. All furnishings
were included in !.he purchase
price. The cottages also include
decks, deck furniture and wood [l:L_:_:..:._rn~:...:;_.,j~~~~~~:L~L~~ burning fireplitces. They lack,
however. usable restroom facili ties and heating. According 10
John Real1, vtceprestdentforservices, !.he first thing on the agenda
is LO "wintenze" the cottages.

Nominations sought
for faculty a~ard
Nominaoons are currently
beingacceptcdforthisycar'sDistinguished Faculty Award. The
award is presented annually to a
memberoflhe faculty selected by
the University community for
excellencemclassroom teaching,
scholarship, advisement and leadcrship of students, and community concern.
It consists of a cash award of
$1,500 and presentation of a
plaqueduringgraduationceremo-

nies, and prominent display of the
winner's photograph m a special
casein theAdminislration Building during lhe school year.
Anystudentorfaculty member
can submit a nomination,as long
as it is in writing, citing the meritS
of the nominee as a classroom
teacher, scholar, adviser and
leader of students, participant in
civic affairs, and as a participant
in University affairs.
The nominating letter and any

elude one stocked with !rOut, one
which will be used for swimming, and one which will be used
for canoeing and other water
sports. In addition, the AJpine
Valley ski area, four golfcourses,
and a baseball field are all within
a three-mile radius.
According tO Dr. James Lavin,
vice president for student affairs,
Thorn Acres will be used for
various student activities and
faculty meetings.
"We look foward to enhanctng student opponunities," said
Lavtn. "Thorn Acres will provtde students that opponunity as
well as a place tO go in an organi!..cd fashion."
Unlike Carrollodge, which ts
used mostly forretreats and single
group gathenngs. fhorn Acres
wiltbeableiOaccommodaremore
than one function at a time.
"Thom Acres will be a lot
more usable than Carrollodge,"
said Reali. "There IS a whole new
perspective to it as it offers so

..

supponing documents must be
signed and submitted no later than
Friday, March 17, 1989 at4:30
p.m. Any material rece1ved after
the deadline will be disregarded.
All material should be addressed to the Committee on Distingutshed Faculty Award, care
of the Office of the Academic
Vice President. The presentation
will be made at the commencement exercises, Sunday, May 28,
1989.

-Cotter Memorial Award for
[
Poetry being o~ered.

Mellen Series presents
ItbtAmtrica~Academyof'PoetsT. willreceivea$l~prizeanda Chai·rman and CEO of NCR
The English Departmentand

TberewJll beonewmnerwho

are sponsorang tbe Joseph
' Cotter Memorial Prize for Po!ep-y for all currently, ent·olkd
.students atJCU.
EaCb contestant may enter
ttirfe original, unpublished
poems. The page on wbicb the
potin is typed sbould not have

letter of recognitiOn from the
Academy of American Poets.
TberewiUalsobeanhonorable
mention wbowiJI receive a cer-

tifacatefi'Olll tbeAcademy. The
winning poem will be eligible to
be included ill •be Academy's
anthology "Of pJ:ne--winn.ing
1heautb0r'snameoait. Asepa· poems published every five

T*teshttttiJUStbt inthuled bear· ytal'$.

, ~=

ingtheautbor'$Jl3meandtitles
.All poems=.S'bould be folded
of the entries. All manuseript$ int~ an t,nv~tope anct,addressed
shook! bt submitted no later to tbe Poetry,Contt:St, care or
than Feb. 21_,19~.
. the Engli$b Departm~nt.

The Mellen Series on publicly
held Ohio corporations has arranged for Charles E. Exley, Jr.,
chairman of the board and chief
executive officer of NCR Corporation, to speak tonight at5 p.m. in
the Jardine Room.
"NCR Corporation was almost
dead a couple of years ago and
now il is the second largest computer company in the world," said

Dr. Raj Aggarwal, chairman of the
finance department. "Mr. Exley
really turned it around."
NCR Corporation, headquartered in Dayton, Ohio, develops,
manufactures, markets, and services business infonnation processing systems for worldwide markets. Exley willdiscuss strategies
for future growth regarding the $6
billion annual sales computer

company.
The Mellen Series was established by the Edward J. and Louise
E. Mellen Foundation, which also
funded the Mellen Chair in Finance at JCU. The presentations
in the series offer a rare chance
for directing questions at corporate decision- makers concerning
their business and managerial
strategies.
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Letters to the Editor
Tenure policy clarified
Tenure at a university or college does not mean a"permanent
faculty posiiton,"as stated in your
Dec. I issue ("Securing tenure
tough, rewards great").
Like employees in other
workplaces, tenured university
faculty can be ftrcd if they are
proved professionally incompetent, or if their employer experieinces economic difficulty. This is
called "financial exigency" in
universities and Chapter Eleven
backruptcy elsewhere.
ln addition, unlike other professionals-- for example, doctors
or lawyers-- tenured faculty can

bcdismissed for "moral turpitude,"
a serious breach of what the
community defines as morality.
The purposeof tenure is to
protect the faculty member's freedom to express in the classroom
his/her ideas, no matter how unpopular, against reprisal by administration or students. Without
such freedom ofexpression, there
can be no university.
Tenure exists, therefore, not
to ensure jobs for the faculty but
to ensure life for the university.
Marian J. Morton
Department of History

Thank you tour guides
Visiting a collegecam pus is one feel about the school, the advanof the best ways to get a real" feel" tagesanddisadvamagesofthe Unifor the University. For this rea- versity's size, the athletics,social,
son, theAdmissionsOfficeatJohn and extracurricular life, and what
Carroll offers interviews and tours other students are I ike. The tour
to prospective students.
guide acts as a liaison for the
The students impression ofJohn University.
Carroll wiU depend heavily on
The fall 1988-semester tour
what they see and what their tour guides have been a great help to
guide says.
me.
The tour will further assist the
They have aided in not only
IIIUdeDl. in de1amining if lhe life- tours but also classes. appointstyle on the campus addresses his ments, overnights, and the FaU
or hec needs.
Open House. They have made my
A campus tour involves consid- job of Campus Visit Coordinator
erably more than just sight-see- much simpler while they have also
ing.
helped to promote the school.
The attitudes and outlooks the
lam very grateful tO them for aU
tour szuide convevs wiU make a thPir hPln ~nl'i ~(' Ol"\\1 il'i"'~" ~r" n111
lasting impression in the visitor's into motion, 1 hope they will
mind.
maintain their enthusiasm into the
Parents and students want to spring semester.
know how John Carroll students
Christine DeBalso '91
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Deep Ecology offers
more than empty rhetoric
ing the non-material quality ofl ife
rather than material growth and
higher standards of living.
Building on these three main
principles are a number of other
key concepts which are generally
accepted within the movement
One concept is that the wilderness
has an inherent special value and

ecology relates to the issue of
population size. The charge is
that suggesting reduced human
population is Malthusian, cruel,
suggestive of genocide. This
charge is likewise unfounded.
Regarding the label "Malthusian," deep ecologists do not suggest population reduction because

cal movement among enviwnmenlalists and professional ecologists, views humans as equal participants in the biosphere. Such a
philosophy challenges the more
traditional ecology in which
humans are the sole reapers of the
earthly wealth by right of species'
seniority.
In general, Deep Ecology holds
to three basic principles. First, all
life is valuable in and of itself,
whether human or non-human.
Humans, therefore, do not hold
carte blanche where use of the
earth's resources are concerned.
Second, the human population is

that its preservation is of utmost
priority. A second concept directs
opposition to industrialized society, charging it with the exploitation of the natural world.
These ideas and basic princi pies
of deep ecology have sparked a
great deal of controversy among
traditional ecologists, resulting in
vicious and unwarranted charges.
The most fundamenlal charge is
that deep ecology lacks social
analysis, ignoring mauers such as
class, race and capitalism.
Deep ecologists do tend to see
humansasaspecies,alabel which
groups all humans together with-

ofa food shortage, but because the
present level of human population puts too great a strain on the
ecosystem, a strain which has lethal repercussions.
Furthermore, although suggestions have been offered for ideal
population size, suggestions of
genocide or fascist measures to
reach the ideal population size
have not surfaced- probably becausetheydonotexist,even in the
minds of the most radical deep
ecologists.
Deep Ecology mayofferarather
non-traditional, even radical philosophy, but it is a fresh approach

far too numerous and intrusive for
the well-being of the earth and all
her life forms. The population
must therefore be decreased to a
stabilizing level (usually suggested
between 100 million and one billion).
Finally, in order to achieve this
stabilizing level, emphasis must
shift within economic, technical
and ideological structures, stress-

out consideration of individuality. But to say they lack social
analysis is incorrect. Deep ecologists have analyzed human society and have simply come to the
conclusion that changes in human
treatment and participation in the
ecosystem must be made, beginning with a new ecological awareness.
A second criticism of deep

to a problem of crisis proportion.
Radical action must be taken to
salvageourwitheringplanet. The
abuse of the earth cannot continue
much longer, and excuses will be
of no consolation when the damage to the ecosystem becomes
irreparable, if it hasn't reached
that point already. .
Shannon Place, junior, is an
English major.

by Shannon Place
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CN Poll

Students politically pro-choice, personally pro-life
The Carroll News recently conducted a random survey of 523 students composed of both rcsrdcms and commuters. Those surveyed answered two quesoons: "Would
you be in favor of legrslauon that would limit a woman's right to have an abortron?" and "Arc you personally for or agamst abortron, outSide of instances of rape or mcest?"
The overall resultS revealed that slightly over half of those polled would be against ltmrting a women's right to an abonton through legislation; however, two-thuds of
those soltcrtcd were personally agamst abortion.
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Numberofftmalts vs. malts/or
limiling rights

Numbtrofftmaksvs. maks
ptrsonaUy for or against
abortion
Graphic byJam•t Chandler

H\

poll .ttaff Mova Doughury, ChriSt tnt
Dt'l&lfo, Trrtsa Boltmd, Jul1t Malley.

Number ofuudtnls personally for or against abortion

Until better child care,
won1en deserve choice
by Tracy Moavero
As in years past, John Carroll pro-lifers
are organizing a trip to the anti-abortion
march in Washington. Their goal? To end
abortion through legislation or the reversal
of the Supreme Court's Roe v. Wade decision. Despite the political strength of the
pro-life movement, perhaps their work is
not as effective as they think.
Contrary to what many pro-lifers believe, pro-choice people do not like abortion.
They do not approve of it as a means of
birth control, and they do not see it as an
easy way out of a difficult situation. It is
onI y one of several altemau ves for women.
The greatest difference bet ween the prochoice and the pro-life positions is that
abortion is seen as a personal and somerimes necessary decision (or dcalipg with
J~ long as women

have babies, abortions
will probably existn
an unwanted pregnancy.
As long as women have babies, abortions
will probably exist.
A major failing of the pro-life movement
is an appalling lack of interest in preventing
unwanted pregnancies due 10 economic difficulties, lack ofaffordable health care, and
lack of family planning infonnation.
Pro-lifers have centered their attack
around abortion alternatives.
"Adoption not abortion" is completely
unrealistic, most adoptive couples seek
healthy, white babies. In a nation where
unwanted pregnancy rates are high among
minorities and teens, adoption often fails.
Another alternative includes charitable
institutions which offer care during pregnancy; however, these services could never
help all who need financial help - free

clothes are but a dent in the cost of raising
a child.
The pro-life motto "respect life" docs not
extend to creating better lives for unwanted
children.
Conservative pro-life leaders, such
as President Ronald Reagan, have cut funds
to family planning clinics, defeatins lheit
own goals. They oppose sex education and
birth control availabilty in school.
They have also voted against day care
and parental leave programs which could
make motherhood econom•call y less di ffi.
cult.
A true pro-Life agenda must include af.
fordable health care, available birth control
information and contraception, and research
for beucr birth control.
Creating a national famtly care pohcy
including day care and parental leave, as
well as increased financial stability for
women, will also lessen the need for abortion.
Pro-lifers do not belong on health clinic
steps harassing women during " rescue
operations" they belong inside the clinics,
exerting their energy in a practical way to
prevent unwanted pregnancies.
These suggestions are not a cure-all;
abortion must remain legal, safe, and available. Those who object, however, can
make a positive difference.
Tracy Moavero, senior, is an English
major.

Numbu of studenJs infa~·or of limiting righu

Jim K~nny,John Raunondi, Roy
Jorden, Pat Fogarry. Coru AnJomch,
D,mi~t Swartz

In no situation can
abortion be justified
by David Averill,
Patrick Palleschi, and
Kristen Landreth
Abortion is a destructive, self-centered
act that fa1ls to hold people responsible for
their actions.
There is an ongoing debate between the
pro-hfe and pro-choice sides concemmg
when life actually begins.
Many pro-choicers argue that an embryo
IS not a life untiltLIS self-sus\aimng. This
argument overlooks the fact that btologically a life existS from conception, w1th the
potenual for life.
Basing the definition of life on when an
embryo can survive on itS own IS absurd.
From mfancy to adulthood. a person •s dependant on others for survival.
Many pro-choiccrs argue that abort1on
should be legal because of pregnancies
resulting from rape and incesL
How can we justify the killing of
1,575,000 babies in 1983, when only a
small frdction ofabortionsareperfonned as
a result of rape and incest?
Furthennore, abortion is not the simple
answer to the complex problem of an
unwanted child.
People must beheld responsible for their
actions. The present "act now, think later"
society has brought the natural dilemma of
an unwanted, "biological parasite," affec-

"The NCR Success Story"
Charles Exley, Jr., CEO of NCR Corporation
will speak about the company's new success
strategies. He will give his presentation in
the Jardine Room of the Student Activities
Center at 5:00p.m. tonight. RSVP 397-4391.
~--------------------------------------~~~~~~

uonatcly labeled by pro-choice activist
Rosalind Pollack Petchesky.
Pro-chorcers clrum that a mother has the
right to have an abortion because a fetus is
still partofhcrbody. Therefore, legislauon
prohibiting her from having an abonion is
apcriional in1nngcmcm of her righu.. Thil>

iJJUSiraiOS lhc condusion -

arc basically pro-abortion.

pro..clloicetJ

One must not base the value of life on
one'ii depcndcnc yon others. This dependence IS an fact what makes us human.
---------------

"How can we justify the
killing of 1,575,000
babies in 1983, when
only a small fraction of
abortions are perfonned as a result of
rape and incest?"
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -Contrary to the charges of many prochoicers, abortion is not a religious issue.
True, the Catholic Church is opposed to
abortion but this docs not mean that all prolifers are affiliated w1th Catholicism.
By connecting the pro-life stance with
religion, pro-lifers gain the support of people
against the mixture of church and state.
Whileaboruon is moral and ethical issue,
one need not be religious to have moral and
ethical values.
Pro-lifers must stand up for a life that
cannot stand up for itself. Thosewhobelieve
in the protection of human life must back
their beliefs with action.
'The Right 10 Life March," lObe held Jan.
23,1989 in Washington,D.C.,offersallJohn
Carroll studentS the opportunity to actively
support human life.
DavidAverill and PatrickPalleschi,sophomores, and Kristen Landrelh,freshman, are
.~II parti~ip!Jting fn the RT_L '!f~rc_~. __ . . .

a

FORUM
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B-2 bomber: high-tech or high-cost?
B-2 Bomber will
"fly"

Bomber will not
evade high costs

by Daniel Swartz
Years away from its first operational
mission, the B-2 Stealth bomber has
already started a swirl of controversy.
Critics of the radar-absorbing bomber
cite that the plane is nottotaJly invisible, is
unable to fly at supersonic~ and is too
expensive to be cost effective. While there
is some truth in all of these claims, a closer
look at the bomber's use and effectiveness

The bomber will have
a profound effect on
Soviet expenditures

economy is at a most critical point.
Second, the radar absorbing materials
(RAM) that coat the plane, while not providing the bomber with tOtal invisibility,
will allow it 10 be deteCted only when it is
within 30 miles of the Soviet border as
opposed tO 100 without the RAM coating.
Soviet fighters will not have the Lime to
scramble against the plane.
Once in Soviet territory, B-2radar-evading qualities will allow it tO hover, searching for mobile targets while receiving updated infonnation from u.s. spy satellites.
Finally, despite the Stealth •s inabl iJi ty to
fly atsupersonicspeed, its honeycomb body
structure and its radar deflecting design
will allow it tO escape from Sovietterritory.
Despite the B-2' s hefty price tag, the new
bomber will put America at the forefront of
a new surprise and attack military age.
After all, surprise and deception have always been regarded as key factors in war-

clearly demonstrates its strategic importance.
TheB-2 is exorbitant tO say the least The
total cost of the 132 plane project is estimated 10 top the $70 biUion mark, and is already 16 percent over original Pentagon estimates.
However, the bomber will also have a
profoundeffecton Sovietmilitaryexpenditmes. First, Stealth will render obsolete SoYid ilweiUMiltl iD their cunent air de- timevictories.
fenses, forcing them 10 spend billions of
Daniel Swartz is a senior political scidollars more in an attempt 10 cope with the ence major.
new bomber's superior technology. All of

by Dominic Conti

The Reagan Administration has grown
increasingly careless with defense approprialions; the B-2 Stealth Bomber is a perfeet example.
Possessing sophisticated radar-evading
equipment and with efficient flying qualities, the B-2 does have certain advantages.
However, upon closer examination of the
bomber, the overwhelming number of disadvantages outweighs the potential good.
First and foremost, the cost for the plane
is astronomical. A recent New York Times
article stated that a single Stealth bomber
would cost a little more than $500 milli0n.
ll seems necessary to spend billions of
dollars on one particular area of defense,
especially when the United States, a superpower, already has the nuclear weaponry
capable of destroying the world dozens of
times over.
l1isdoubtfultbatweneedtbisparticular
wartoy,or,forthatmatter halftheweapon
systems that the government buys anyway?

If money mustbespenton defense, which
should be more appropriately tenned "offense," it would be best spent more equally
on a number of projects. For example,
more money could be appropriated for
submarines, the Strategic Defense Initiative, and conventional weaponry.
The Stealth Bomber is an example of our
government's desire to stay "no. I" as a
world power, as well as to remain technologically superior 10 the Soviet Union.
American defense expens evidently feel

Th_p~.Stealth B,ombet 'is

an·eyqmple or our

desire to stay''-no-~ [[:'"that the United States, when compared with
the SovietS, is ahead in every military category. whether in overall nuclear tOnnage,
fighter capability, or ability to buy the most
innovative and expensive screwdrivers.
Clearly, the defense budget must be cut
And the Stealth Bomber, due to its exorbitant costs, would be a good program 10 get
the ax.
Dominic Conti,freshman. has interned
with WSEE 1V, an affiliate of the CBS
Network in Eire, Pa.

Amnesty International fights injustice

by Denina Bautti

"Injustice anywhere is a threat
to justice everywhere."

. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.,
spoke these words 30 years ago,
protesting the injustice done to
black Americans. Yet, these words
do not restrict themselves to racism only.

The threat of injustice exists
today all over the world and
touches all races. People are detained, tortured, and executed, not
because of their race, but because

of their beliefs.
Injustice today is potentially
pervasive and must be immediately eliminated. It is time to take
heed of human rights abuses and

Hiroshi's
Pub
.

A relaxing place to take a break from
studying.

tO appreciate that which we so frequently take for granted.
Prisoners ofconscience exist in
half the world's countries. These
people are detained because of
their color, sex, ethnic origin,
language,orreligion;noneofthese
prisoners have used or advocated
violence.
Amnesty International (AI) is a
worldwide organization that attempts 10 end such human rights
violations. AI is characterized by
its impartiality and is independent of all political factions, ideologies, economic interests, gov-

HELP US
HELP KIDS!
Non· profit agency In the Ouyahop
Becreational Aru oe<>ldng volunteers to
b<elp atart al•ming•nd recreation
prograno COt" u.ner city and Suburban
hlldr= The planned program would begi
in SWIU!ler. 1989. &nd introdU<O chilmn to
a varlet)' ol"lndoo<- and outdoor activities
that they may never e>r.pericnce at ho111e.
Moeta the lint Sunday of enry month
(th• ne.xt meeting ia ll/6) at6:00 P.M. in
the Natlonal R«reation An:a. For more
lnfo.• call Randy Davia 0 7llJ.:JHI:m alter
9 P.M. ot Natuha Galven: 0 !d7:ll11l

ernments, and religions.
The half a million members of
Amnesty International are strong
in their beliefs that individuals
must protect human rights when
governments fail to do so.
AI'S primary goal is to evoke a
response from governments all
over the world in regard to three
important human rights issues.
First, AI asks for the release of all
prisoners of conscience. Second,
it appeals for fair and prompt trials
for all political prisoners. Third, it
calls for an end to the torture and
execution of prisoners.
But how can the average college student contribute in the effonto
achieve these goals? Campus
groups exist all over the world,
with one here at John Carroll.
Members of AI write letters on
behalf of individual prisoners of
conscience to prominent government officials. Once thousands of
letters start to pour in, the oppressive government feels pressured
to end its inhumane practices.
Human Rights Awareness Day
isDec.lO, Itwouldbeagoodtime
to take a few minutes to reflect
upon the importance of human
rights and maybe even write a
letter on behalf of a political prisoner.

CLASSIFIEDS
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WORD PROCESSINGPapers, Resumes, Letters, &
much more. Reasonable Rates.
Quick turnaround. Barbara
321-8917

MONA. good luck on your
finals-but don't let it go to your
head!!

graduate from high school!
Kevin
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Pate. MERRY X-MAS!!
- ' - - --

Mike Zecchino, Mike Adamss,
Tom Dale, Kenney Nauman,
Pat Rahill, Mike Beraldo,
Pete Dak, Chriss Pelinsky.

HEY VARGA- NICE PHOTOS
For Sale! IDM Electric TypeBabysitter in our home.
writer. Excellent Condition.
~-----------+
- -- - - -- - - - - -1 Early mornings, late afternoon, Best Offer.
Call 751M.B. - Happy 6th! f love you!
CONGRATULATIONS
Has a friend or family mem- & some evenings & weekends.
Petey.
1631.
members of Kool and the
ber's drinking affected
Only a few blocks from campus.
Gang: Judy Heckmiller, Ann
you ? AL-ANON/ACA is on
No smoking. 932-2033.
Mom & Dad -see ya soon!
English Tutoring. Call881Denk, Paula Whelan, Monica
campus. Contactcampus
Thanks for everything! Love,
0640. Free!
Bliss, Kristen Trainor, Peggy
ministry (397-4717) or univerFemale wanted to share 2nd your n daughter. P.S. Hello t o + - - - - - - Kelly, Chriss Gauger, Mark
sity counseling services (397floor of three-family, South
everyone!!
"Mary Kay- Thank God Cor
Gleighcaugh, Mike Farrell,
4341) for more information.
Euclid. Clean & dependable.
Antioch, huh? Artichoke?!?
Jack Sullivan, Kirk Ahlfors.
$187 .50/month+ 112 utilities.
CN Remipder! Recplex: opep You make me happy." Luv
KEITH...
795-3000 ex282, 291-1958
24 houn as o( Dec. }4.
ya, P.'T.Z'T.
Good job this week! Enjoy the
evenings.
Hope everyone has fun on
sun and fun! I love you! Love f - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 Ed August, When life gets
Tiny Tim, FELIZ NAYIDAP
Christmas Carroll Evening-always, Brigid. P.S. Give your Four Bedroom Colonial
tuff-- keep your hands on the
lll!DE. Yer Pal, Clark Kent.
be glad you have friends.
family my love.
House. $180/mo. & Utilities.
table!!
----Call John at 851-1099 (D), 382- 1--- - - - - -- - - - - i St. Ignatius Class of'85/JCU
PUNK - Thanks for the lead
EDITING AND WORD
0758(N).
D.P. What are you doing this
'89 salutes the NUMBER
in the quartet. Love, Punk.
PROCESSOR SERVICES.
weekend? Love, Wanna Foo
ONE, STATE CHAMPION,
Academic manuscripts,
JCU CHESS CLUB TOURLaround
UNDEFEATED, et.c.,etc. (add
DEAR DAD -- 1 love you -research papers, thesis,
NAMENT. 12/10/88 Free
suitable laudatory adjectives at Mike. (don't ask)
dissertation, faculty papers,
entry fee to all JCU students.
Ride Needed- Destination-your own discretion ...) WILDresume development. AccuCall Michael Joelson at 932Sudan, Africa. Will Pay For
CATSII!
Beeboos, you ralph, I'm
racy guaranteed. EDITORIAL 0112.
Fuel. Call Edmund 371-7914.
about to .fill.Ul you on the
liELP. Reasonablerates.
f------------~----------~ Needed! On- Campus
morris ... so watch out!
JudyNisman. 382-7070
BABYSITTER WANTED. 2
Sublease- Furnished, Nice,
Roomate. Call Beth 371-9157.
112 year old & 11 weeks;
One Bed, One Bath, Cable,
Hey Change-m.an--l've got a
WANTED: Person to play
flexible hours, part-time.
Utilities, Heated garage.
Babysitter Needed: Wednes- quarter for ya!
badminton. Please call Anton
Experienced. 381-2318.
Country Club Apt. in Shaker
day and Thursday afternoons 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - at371-7915.
Hts. $695. 283-2992 or 751from 1:30 p.m. while children
Marketing Student. PartSpring Break ... Nassau...
6915.
nap. Off-campus. Begins next
time for sales and customer deFOUND Biege contact case.
Paradise Island... $299 ...
semester. Call Kim 381-3867.
velopment. No experience
Appears empty. Call397-4398 round trip, transfer, 7 nights,
Needed ! On- Campus
needed. Call 286- 4141.
parties, lunch, cruise... organRoomate. Call Beth 371-9157.
Maki-- Happy 21st BirthdayCOMPUTERIZED WORD
ize small group and go free.
Ann, Hebi and Cookie.
Computer Programmer to
PROCESSING SERVICE.
For details call ATS 1-800-231Christmas Gifts: Handmade 1 - - - - - - - -intoduce small business to
Pickup and delivery available.
0113.
Barbie doll prom gowns. If
Marketing Student. Pnr tromplet.c- computerized records.
Call Sunday thru Friday.
you k now a lit.t.lo girl wh<>'d like time for sales and cus\.omt•r <h·
Pl\rt t.Hne, nt•x1b\e htlUl'f'. F ..f'
Larry 932-9325.
English Tutoring. Call88l - one, call Sue at 397-6085.
velopment. Noexpenence
negotiable.

t---- - -- - - - - -

--------1 ~.~!

FREE ROOM & BOARD in
exchange for babysitting after
school and some weeknights.
Must have references. South
Euclid area. Call Peggy 3829518 (home) or 283-1800 (work)

MATH TUTORING- All
levels. Call 691-0812 Anyttme.
READER -Retired school
teacher of ruined vision
needs a reader for a few
hours one day a week John
S. Nemeth 2190 Ambleside Rd.
A t 1414 Cleveland 44106.

NEVER

Ann, Merry Christmas,
Woody

FOR RENT- CLOSE TO
SCHOOL! 3rd floor apartment. 2 bedroom. Only $350/
month. On Winslow in Shaker
Heights 238-3136.
South Euclid. Female
wanted to share 2nd floor of 3family. Clean, Dependable.
$187.50 + 1/2 utilities. Carla
at 795-3000(work) ext 282. 2911958 in evenings.

Hi Gin, Happy Hannukah!
Jah Luv, Mon.- Doug
Denise and Beth, Happy
Holidays. DW
Lost: silver wireframe glasses
in a grey case. REWARD!
Contact 371-8927

MORRISSEY RULES
Computer Programmer to
intoduce small business to
complete computerized records.
Part-time, flexible houre. Fee
negotiable.
Ca11286-4141.

Grimney- Strobe light's on !
Happy Birthday! (let's party!)
Love, Bunnis, Lee-T, Belle,

CONGRATUALTIONS
members of Dumb, Fat, and
Ugly: Jerry Auld, Craig
DeMarco, Mike Cambell,
Mike Farrell, Steve Ray!,
Mary Randell, Dan Shaw,

PERFECT STOCKING

STUFFERS

~--

1-----------~

Bridget, I love you and I want
to marry you as soon as I

jiiiiliiiliiiiiiiiiiillii. . . . .

IT·s

~------------------_,~"-~
__e_d_.c_~
__J2_86
__·_4_1_4I_.~--~-c_a_J_I2_~
___1_4_1.___________

TO THE CN STAFF:
'Thank you for you!' time and
support through this semest~r
of car crashes, macintoshes,
lack ofno!'ht's , Christmas
dances, gift exchanges, section
changes, big white spaces, copy
chases. cut and paste-es, PSAs.
spikers and all-nighter. - B.B

NAPA!,!~

~~VAlLEY

B·A·R ~G·R·I·L·L
LIVE
'£9(}!£/ll:;[!A J?{J.('F!J(f
Tliurs~ ~N.t:

White Birch and
'.fritUJy ?{V]ft.t :
The Mocny Brothers

T- Shirts

1wrmrruuk Pasta

:fresfi seafooa
Sunday 'Bruncfi
28 Wines 6y tfu. (jfass
Cliilare.n s Menu
Private Pa'El_ 'E.pom

$12

TOO

LATE
TO GAIN QUALITY EXPERIANCE IN SALES,
GRAPHIC DESIGN,
AND ACCOUNTING.
CALL THE CARROLL
NEWS BUSINESS STAFF
NOW. 397-4398

L«.iiUdtU
tfw. CtmWr

off.u. &

CufM ~tis.

"' dtvdmul 1Uyfus
OfNA tftJib; 11 :JQ • lam
SwuliJy 6n4..0. 1O.JOut 2 pm
Surul4y~ 4 lOplta

371-1438

Place order by Dec. 16.

CALL BRUCE IANNI 397-5188

r

..

~

~

HEY 4-E:
Good luck with
finals, I luv ya!
Love, Brigid .....

NATION
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Shuttle astronauts release military satellite
NASA imposes information blackout on military mission
The crew of the space shuttle
Atlantis deployed a secret military satelhteSaturday, if infonncd
speculation is correct.
NASA has released no information concerning the shuttle
mission since it reponed shortly
after launch that the ship had
settled safely into orbll and had
opened its payload bay doors after
its launch from Kennedy Space
Center Friday morning. The

agency said it would make an
announcement only ifalife-threatening situation developed aboard
the shuttle.
The Air Force has maintamed
a strict infonnalion blackout concerning the mission, but published
reports, derived from statements
from independent analysts and
ot11er infonned sources, have said
the payload is a powerful, highly
advanced radar reconnaissance

satelhte named Lacrosse. Destgned to monitor Sovtet mtlitary
acuvtty, tt was launched on a trajectory that would place it m an
orbttto cover about 80 percent of
the Soviet Unton.
The $500-million satellite is
large enough to have filled almost
all oftlleshuule'scargobay, which
is 60 feet long and 15 feet across,
according to A vtation Week &
Space Technology Magazine.

Scientists want to harness
energy in tiny antimatter

(DANCE MUSIC)

PRESENTED BY THE GREEK COUNCIL

DECEMBER 8, 1988
8:30 - 1:00am
IN THE OLD GYM
REFRESHMENTS SERVED

$2 WITH DISCOUNT CARD $3 WITHOUT
- • PROCEEDS BENEFIT MDA *

the crew is convinced that it is
funcuoning properly.
In case of a problem, mission
specialists William Shepherd and
Jerry Ross have been trained to
makeaspacewalk.Rosshasmade
two other space walks of six hours
each, both in 1985.
John Pike, of the Federation of
American Scientists, said that the
two may have to " nudge" the long
arms into place. They may also
have to blow the arms off and
bring the satellite back into the
cargo bay for repairs.

News Briefs
Five Cubans deported

National Book Awards given

Neil Sheehan, author of HA Bright Shining
Five men who left Cuba in the1980 "FreeJohn Paul Vann and America in Vietnam,"
Lie:
dom Flotilla," only to be imprisoned for
;md
Peter Dexter, who wrote "Paris Trout,"
crimes, were returned to their homeland last
were
given NationaiBookAwards Jastweekfor
Friday in the first deportations under a 1987
their
work.
agreement between the United States and
Sheehan
won the award for best non-raetion
Cuban President Fidel< Castro.
book
for
his
account of the Vietnam Conflict as
Tbe five handcuffed men, wa~hedbytwo
seen
tbrough
the eyes of Lt. Col. John Paul
guards eacb, took off from the Birmingham.,
Vann,
a
troubled
but dedicated career officer
Ala. Municipal Airport Fri~y.jo a U.S.
wbospoke
out
against
the brntaJity and ine!fec~
Marshal's ServieeBeoing127 thatheld about ,
.
a . .-:tiveness
of
the
early
O.S.
str:ategy ill SotJtb~~t
.
50 people for the 90..;JDinute'fligh_t6ran air•,·,
'<·
port near Havana.
$.:< ,;:::,, "
Asia.
,
,
_
. .. '¥/>«~ ::;a
Qp.Jer~J.J.~eawarcl$~~&~;e;
Tbe ~. . . . . ill~ ~®tl.i-:
For his story about the murde~ota't~offi
dent, turned over the detainees to C uban aublack girl by .a white man in a small Gtyrgia
thorities and returned to the United $tates,
town just after Worl<i War
Tbe book was
according to Joe Krovisl(y, a Jusfi_ce Departbased on a true story.
.,
ment spokesman. "E\Ierytbing went
Both authors received $10,000 and a Louise
smoothly," he said.
NeYelson sculpture.
Tbe Cubans were tbefirstona listof2,500
the government wants to deport. They had
tried every conceivable legal avenue to reMale/female missile crews approved
main in the United States after committing a
series of crimes here. but were unable to
After a yearlong trial, the Air Force bas
avoid the deportation.
decided to make a permanent policy or asThe U.S. Supreme Court voted 8·1 last
signing crews of one woman and one man on
week against a requestby three ofthe men to
24-hour duty in underground control rooms
cancel the deportation procedures.
for intercontinental nuclear missiles.
Attorneys for the three fought tbe deporSucb assignments were begun experlmen·
tation on the grounds tbat they would be
tally last January when male and female
persecuted ifreturn_ed bom~. Tbe_otbertwo
officers were paired to control Minuteman
did not fight it.
.
missles at Whiteman Air Force Base in
A numl:>er of officialsw~re ~n tb~ Ojgb~
Missouri and Malstrom Air Force, Base in
including John A. Simon ofthelmmigratiOn
Montana. After nearly a year, senior officers
a11d NaturaUzation Servke and Don Southreport -.,o incidents or sexual misconduct ..
erland. warden of the ',J'alledega priSon where
among the mixed crews.
• the five bad been kept.
The flight bad bun scheduled for Thursday, but was delayed when Cuban officials
asked for more time to prepare for Ole arri·
val or the five.

Man began by dtscovering ftre. Then he learned to use the atom.
Now he wants to control nature's most elusive and most perfect energy
source, antimauer.
Antimatter, when it comes m contact with mauer, instantly changes
into pure energy, the only thing known to do so. A handful of
antimatter, for example, could provide enough fuel for a rocket to travel
to nearby stars.
According to a study done by the Rand Corporation, antimatter isno
longer a dream of the future. Researchers should, it said, try to find
ways to putantimauer into rocket fuel tanks as well as such everyday
things as cancer therapy and new ways to look inside the body.
The problem i that antimatter is very hard to make. Fennilab, one ·
of the the two laboratories in the world where antimatter is created and
stored, makes antiprotons one at a time to be used in collisions with
protons.
These collisions produce huge explosions ofenergy, but they are so
small - on the subatomic level - that it takes massive detectors to
know that they occurred at all. Yet this release of energy creates new
particles that physicists study to learn more about the fundamental
composition of matter.
To collect enough antiprotons to fuel astarship would takeFennilab
thousands of years, at its present rate of production.
Antiprotons are also very expensive, by far the most expensive
things on Earth. One gram of them, if it were possible to make that
much, would cost one hundred thousand trillion dollars, estimates
Leon Ledennan of Fennilab.
Bruno Augenstein, a Rand Corp. physicist who heads a U.S. Air
Force-sponsored study on the potential uses of animatter, said that
scientists arc on the threshold of important advances in tile basic
science of matter.
Fennilab, if selected, would have to produce a quadrillion protons
each year for antimatter research. That. of course, sounds like a lot, but
it would occupy no more space than the period at tile end of this
sentence.

-JI-M M¥ LEE
BAND

The satellite was to be lifted
from the cargo bay and released
into space by astronaut Rtchard
MulJane, a mtsston spcciahst
trained to operate the shuttle's
manipulator arm.
After its release,two long arms
attached to the satellite were to
unfold to a wingspan of as much
as 150 feet. These probably carry
solar panels to power the radar,
plus sensors and antennae that will
collect and relay intelligence.
Atlantis is expected to Oy with
Lacrosse after deploying it until

~

n

••••••••••••••••

: complete home &: :
• commerciaJ interiors •

~ Ivanrioe:
&. ~

**ATTENTION**
Writers are still needed for the
Nation/World news pages.

I! 291 5660 • Contact Scott Tennant in the Carroll News
:
:
Office at 397-4479.
. .................
• ..4337.Mavficld Rd. •. . .... .
.... -. • .. · • •• • · · •• • •.. • · • •.. •• ..
E_.
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U.S. will respond to panel on Gulfjet downing
The United States was expected to respond this week to
the Imemational Civil Aviation
Organization's find~ngs on the
downing of an Iranian civtlian
jetliner by a Navy ship m the
Persian Gulf in July, government officials said Sunday.
The aviation organizauon,
which is chartered by the United
Nations, will consider the findings of a panel of aviation experts that has exam incd the
plane's downing by the guided
missile cruiser Vincennes. The
panel's report cites several shortcomings in the Navy's operations that contributed to the disaster.
The United States representative to the organtzation.

Edmund Stohr. and Joint Chiefs
of StaffCmdr. Jolm Morgan were
to attend Monday's hearing examining the incident.
The Pentagon and State Department refused to comment on
the panel's findings. A draft was
delivered to American officials
last month, and the results disclosed Friday by the Canadian
press.
Theexpcrts' reportemphasiz.cd
the Navy's inadequate measures
to monitor and communicate with
civilian aircraft operating in an
area of military operations.
The American representatives
arc unlikely to argue against the
factual fmdings of the report,
which agree closely with the facts
presented in a Pentagon report

written three weeks after the July
3 inctdent.. 10 which all 290 passengers aboard the Iranian jet were
killed.
The two reports both stated that
Amencan ships m the gulf were
insuffictently prepared to identify
civilian aircraft 10 the area, that
the Navy dtd not tssue clearly

worded wammgs to unknown
aircraftapproachingstups,andthat
the Navy ships were not able to
communjcate wtth ctvilian airJ
traffic controllers or to monitor
civilian aviation radto channels.
While the Pentagon dec tdcd not
to punish any individuals for the
mistaken shooung, tL adopted

several changes to avoid similar
mistakes in the future. Ships in the
Persian Gulf have been equipped
with radios to monttor civil avia·
Lion radio channels.
Iranian officials would not
comment on the panel's findings
or the Pentagon's planned response.

Entertainment world honors five
at Kennedy Center, White House

The realms of entertainment
and politics merged Sunday as
five artistS were saluted, nrst by
Prestdcnt Ronald Reagan at a
White House reception. then with
a performance at the John F.
Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts.
Roger L. Stevens, the thcatricaJ producer and guiding force
behind the establishment of the
Kennedy Center. was h1mself
Many of the nation •s nursing homes, over 40 percent.. do not meet honored along with choreographer
sanitary standards for food and more than a quaner fail to administer Alvin Ailey, comedian George
drugs properly. according to the government's first consumer report on Bums, actress Myrna Loy and
nursing homes.
violinist Alexander Schneider.
More than 1.5 million people are cared for in the nation's nursing
As Stevens said, the best thing
homes. That number is expected to make an enormous jump as the about his new role was that it
percentage of elderly people in the population increases and medical required no speeches. "You just
technology becomes able to extend the lives of Americans imo their sit there and let the praise roll over
80'sand90's. This escalation in the people needing long-term care and you," he said.
the problem of how to pay for it is expected to be a major issue in the
Reagan told a gathering in the
East Room that the artists• contricoming years.
The report, developed by William L. Roper, who administers the bution to the nation was a more
Medicare and Medicaid programs. shows how each of the nation's valuable asset "than rubies." He
15,000 nursing homes scored on 32 health, safety and care standards. said that the arusts had succeeded
The ratings are based on inspecuons required by federal law and per- by convincing the public of their
great talents 10 an industry "judged
formed by state agencies.
The report is the latest initiative ina broad campaign byRopertouse by an exacung standard."
Among those at the White
Medicare and Medicaid data to give consumers more information
about the quality ofcare at hospitals and nursing homes. The campaign House reception were musician
Cab Calloway, lyricistS Adolph
has been fought by many health-care institutions.
The survey found that seven of the eight skilled nursing facilities in Green and Betty Comdcn, acthe District of Columbia did not comply with the law that says that treSSes Faye Dunaway and Angeldrugs must be given according to the written orders of the attending tea Huston and actor Gene Hackphysician. Nationwide, the rate was 29 percent
man.
The artists' awards, given at a
Roper said that the quality of care in American nursing homes is
"bcuer than ever before," but he plans to publish this information dinner Saturday given by the
annually so that people will have a basis on which to make a judgment Kennedy Center Board of Trusabout how we are doing as in nation in nursing home care.
tees at the State Department, were
Paul Willging, executive vice president of the American Health gold medallions on rainbow-colCare Association, which representS more than 9,000 nonprofit and for- ored ribbons.
Loy. looking well after a recent
profit nursing homes, criticized the report saying that it created an
exaggerated impression of problems. He claimed that it was a ftiSt step, illness. walked around with the
but a step in the wrong direction and that it didn't contain information use of a cane. Her acting style was
on the outcomes for patients. WiHging said that he would like to see the considered oncofthe most unique
study redone, this time using standards developed by his organization in Hollywood in the 1940s and
50s. As actress Kathleen Turner
for nursing homes.

Study finds U.S. nursing
homes to be substandard

observed, she was the first to usc
sass on the screen and get away
with it.
Ailey, wearing his t.radiuona1
cloth Kinte scarf over his black
tic, arrived with his mother, Lula
Cooper, who tmmedtately
swooped down on Bums and took
away his trademark cigar saying
that she told her pastor that she
"would get it for him."
Bums, in his usual smug style,
patted his breast pocket and
claimed, "I've got two more right
here."
Bums continued to steal the
show when he was approached by
Charles Z. Wick, the director of
the United State~ lnform<\tion
Agency, who wanted to shake
hands. Wick admonished him not
to get up to which Bums replied,
"It's just as weU, I can't get up
anyway."
Other government offictals tn
attendance were Secretary ofState
George Shultz and former New
York Gov. Hugh Carey. both of
whom chaued with Dmah Shore
throughout the evening to represent the mixing of the political and
entertainment worlds that marked
the night.
Other politjcaJ figures were
invited but unable to attend, including Vice President-elect Dan
Quayle and his wife, Susan; Sen.
Lloyd Bentsen of Texas, Sen.
Edward Kennedy of Massachusetts and Ethel Kennedy.
Broadcaster Walter Cronkite
was the master of ceremonies and

chose to characterize each performer for hts tntroduction. He
called Ailey a man who ''freed
blacks from the cage of tap danemg." and Loy "the first woman on
screen who was vulnerable, winy,
scxyandagoodpal,allatthesame
umc."
Prestdent and Mrs. Reagan
were not told in advance that in
the evenmg's closing moments the
performers and a combined military chorus would suenade them
with "Auld Lang Sync" and that
Prestdent-eJect George Bush
would step from the wings unannounced and sing a solo verse of
the tune for the President.
Bu!lh also ~\Xlkc after the song
and was careful nouo interject 100
much political commenrary into
his words.
It was the eighth consecuuve
year that the Rcagans have attended the celebrauon at the Kennedy Center and at the White
House.
The Kennedy Center Honors
Program ts to be shown Dec. 30on
CBS.

......
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Pr«•llon

,.ONE Ha•t ~ign For
AND ONl. Y" ~:::..~

TRJVEL.LI'S
ROFPLER

A f-It
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AT RANDALL
- Parms•

Haircutting • Halrwtyling

~
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.
COLLEGE NIGHT!
EVERY MONDAY!!
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This week. ..

INTRAMURAL
BASKETBALL
rosters available
at
Rec. Center desk.
Due back by
December20
for Jan. play.

STACEY'S JCU

Student Haircut

TANNING PACKAGE

$25 for 6 tans
<one free!)

ONLY$101

371·9585

Shampoo Included

2263 warrensville ctr: Rd. University Hts.
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,
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Argentine rebels surrender, order restored
About 500 Argentine sold1ers me problem would be resolved
holed up at an army arsenal near soon but did not take any atutudc
Buenos A1res gave up lheir guns mat could be interpreted as negoand surrendered Sunday after
President Raul Alfonsin had refused to negotiate with them.
Upon rerurning from a threeday trip to Mexico and the Umted
States last Thursday, Alfonsm immediately met with top military
aides and his cabinet and repon- uation w1th the rebels."
edly gave instructions to restore
Some rebels refused to surrenorder as quickly as possible.
der, though, and were holding an
Spokesman Jose Ignacio Lopez army base at Mercedes, 60 miles
said me president "bad hoped that west of Buenos Aires.

Atleastthrec civilians and one
policeman were killed and 35
people wounded dunng a clash

The insurrection was reported to
have been triggered by planned
resumption of military trials.
Sunday between the surrounded
msurgents at the arsenal and hundreds of anti-rebel demonstrators.
The rebels periodically ftred tear
gas to deter the demonstrators.

Bhutto assumes duties; installs
cabinet, names key officials
Pakistani Prime Minister Benazir Bhutto installed her Cabinet Sunday, holding the defense and finance
positions for herself and naming a foreign minister who served under the Late PresidentZia ul-Haq.
The moves followed her orders Saturday to free political prisoners convicted under mania! law and
commute all death sentences. Those orders are expected to be carried out by President Ghularn Ishaq Khan.
BhuLLOsaid theappointrnentofSahabzada Yaqub Khan to head the Foreign Ministry represents her policy
of continuing her country's stand on the war tn neighboring Afghanistan.
Pakistan, with help from the United States, suppons Muslim anti-communist guerrilla') fighting the
Soviet-backed Kabul government and shelters more than 3 million Afghan war refugees.
Despite her bitter opposition to Zia, Bhutto said during her election campaign that she wouJd maintain
his Afghan policy until the fighting stops and the refugees feel safe to go home.
Zia died in an Aug. 17 planecrash,just weeks after approving elections in Pakistan. Authorities suspect
sabotage in the crash, which also killed 29 others.

RESERVE

CASH IN ON GOOD GRADES.
H you're a freshman or sophomore with
good grades, apply now for an Army
ROTC scholarship. It pays off during
college. And afterwards.

The rebel leader, Col. Mahamed Ah Semeldin, was arrested
after the surrender.
Facing the worst threat since
his government replaced a military regime in 1983, Alfonsin refused rebel demands for an overhaul m the armed forces, a bigger
military budget and an end to
prosecutions for human rights
abuses during the 1976-83 military dictatorships. These have been
longstanding grievances of the
Argentine armed forces, whose
members feel they deserve "vindication" instead of prosecution
for the methods they used for
putting down the insurgency of
the mid-l970s.
A spokesman for the opposition Peronist Pany requested a
briefing by Defense Minister
Horacia Jaunarena about how the
settlement was reached.
A message broadcast by five
TV stations stated "Democracy
Triwnphed." All stations had been

gtving up-to-the-minute reports on
the revolt.
As about 20 tanks and dozens
of trucks carried the troops in battle
gear to Villla Manclli, crowds
gathered in heat that exceeded 95
degrees.
Soldiers immediately began to
remove mines and fill in trenches
dug by the rebels to defend their
positions at the arsenal, which they
had seized m Villa Martellia, a
working-class neighborhood nine
miles from Buenos Aires.
The insurrection was reponed
LO have been triggered by planned
resumption of trials of military
officers implicated in officially
sanctioned terror during the insurgencies.
A panel chosen by Alfonsin
published a rcpon in November
1984 that said nearly 9,000 Ar·
gentincswcrearrested by security
forces and "disappeared," a euphemism for presumed executions.

Shamir seeks more time to
put together government
As his last day to form a new government drew to a close, Israeli
Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir said Sunday that he would ask President Chaim Herzog for an extension of several days.
·
Tradi tiona! Iy, the Presidentgives the party chosen to form a government a 21-day extension if one is requested and he beljeves the pany
still has a chance to succeed. No one is taking either point for granted,
though.
The negotiations around Sharnir have descended into near chaos
within the past two weeks.
The leaders of Agudat Israel, the religious pany that abandoned its
agreement with Shamir's Likud Party last week to sign an agreement
with the Labor Party, spent the day meeting with representatives of the
two major parties. The Agudatleaders considered the offers, trying to
decide whether LO change their minds and commit themselves to Likud
again.
In the end, they did abandon the Labor and recommit the pany to
Likud, though not completely. Rabbi Menachem Porush, an Agudat
leader, announced that they had decided to reopen talks with Likud, the
second about-face in three days.
If President Herzog grants Sharnir an extension and the Prime
Minister is able to meet whatever new demands the Agudat Israel
makes, then Likud could probably form some sort ofa narrow coati Lion
government. Small-scale revolts inside both panics have delayed any
progress in this direction thus far.

LIG~ITS

ARMY ROTC

CAMERAS,
ACTION!
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

THE SMARTEST COWGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

HOLIDAY HELP NEEDED

* Find out more.

Contact Military
Science Department above the
Bookstore, or call 397-4421.

LOEWS CEDAR CENTER THEATRE

Enjoy a free movie and do
your homeworkl

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
CASHIERS AND CONCESSION PERSONS
Apply in person Tues &Thurs evenings 7-10 .
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Whites protesting apartheid in South Africa
A resegregal)on program by
right-wing councils in South Africa has moved many whites, including government leaders, to
denounce racist practices that are
legal and a few years ago were
commonplace.
The revival of apartheid practices launched in towns like
Bokburg in the past week has given
whites a glimpse of how badly
blacks have been treated there for
decades.
One Boksburg housewife said
that she felt embarrassed to admit
where she lived at meeting last
Thursday of residents who are opposed to the Conservative Party
majority that lOOk over lbe town
council in elections Oct 26.

The council vOted Nov. 24 to
resegregate public faciliLJes including the town hall, recreation areas and a large lakeside
park-that had been opened to all
races in recent years.
In the next few days, several
other Conservative-controlled
councils acted similarly - one
said it might impose a curfew
barring blacks from the town of
Carleton ville at nighL
Foreign Minister Pik Botha
accused the Conservative Party of
an "unnecessary emotional outburst of racism" and said its actions could intensify the sanctions
campaign against South Africa.
He said discrimination based on
the color of slcin was wrong.

Yet Botha's party, in power for
40 years, has made no moves to
repeal such laws. Blacks are still
barred in some towns from public
facilities, schools and hospit.als.
The mayor of Durban was
ousted by nationalisl leaders recently because he favored the integration of all-white beaches.
In response to this, Botha had
only to say that he realizes that the
white-only signs still exist, but
that his government needed time
becausetheywerestill intheprocess of removing them.
In Botha's home city, Johannesburg, the Nation Party-controlled council has refused to integrate buses, swimming pools and
recreation centers. The last im-
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Israel returns hijackers
to custody of Soviets

~
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ponantrcforms there, say opposi- sively by anti-apartheid activists.
tion politicians, came in 1973
Business executives have
when parks and libraries were in- threatened to cancel planned detegrated.
velopments in Boksburg and other
Pal Rogers, a spokesman for resegregated towns. National
the anti-apanheid Progressive sports federations say will proFederal Party. called the National hibit tournaments in those towns
Party'sauiwde toward theresegre- unless the apartheid laws are regation campaign "nonsensical scinded.
Many governments and interhypocrisy."
Rogers said LhaL if the Conser- national organizations have provatives didn't like the resegrega- tested the apartheid policy in South
tion,they should abolish the Sepa- Africa in this way. Recently, nine
rate Amenities Act and legislate track. and field athletes were
against racial discrimination on banned from tnternalional comall levels of society.
petition by the TnternaLional AthMany whiles concerned by the letics Federation for competing in
Boksburg controversy have, for meets in Johannesburg. Further
the ftrSL time, taken up confronta- action is planned by many sports
tional pressure tactics that in the organizations in protest of apartpast wereemployedalmostexclu- heid.

.

A Soviet delegation arrived in Israel last week 10 bring home five
Soviet hijackers who took over a flight in southern Russia and flew to
Tel Aviv with a hostage air crew.
The 19-member delegation will remain in Israel until the five
hijackers. who seized a busload of children and then traded the cargo
for a plane and $3.3 million ransom, arc extradited. Israel has not said
whether or not it go lhrough with extradition, but has i.ndi.cated lhat i.t
will comply with the Soviel request.
The hijackers were held in a prison near Tel Aviv pending a final
decision on extradition. A spokesman a l Ben-Gurion Airport near the
coastal city said the captured eight-member crew left for the Soviet
Union Sunday .
State-run Israeli radio SJ\id the Soviet delegation includes police investigators and doctors who will examine the hijackers and crew.
Israel has no extradition treaty with the Soviet Union, but both
nations have signed international agreements on punishing and extraditing hijackers.
In Moscow, SovicL Deputy Foreign Minister Boris N. Chap!in said
his country was grateful to Israel "for their understanding on this
matter." Experts believe cooperation on the hijacking could accelerate
the process of reconcilliation between the two countries .
The hijackers, four men and women, surrendered to Israeli police
and freed the crew Friday evening after landing at Ben-Gurion.

CRAMMING
FOR EXAMS?
TIRED OF CAFETERIA FOOD?

FINALS WEEK!

15% OFF

MA

1989

INFORMATION
PREVIEW CLASS

-_ -1unnar.r

Special finals week price!

Thursday, Dec. 1st. 6-7:30

Early Enrollment Ends
Dec. 15th

-=: 1astaurant

='

CPA EXAM
Statler office Tower
(Euclid Ave. at E. 12th)
sample materials & past

ORDER SOME REAL FOOD!

Located in the
Pavillion Mall,
on Chagrin Blvd.

WE'LL DELIVER FROM..
CIRINO'S PEwrER MUG
PEARL OF THE ORIENT

$2.00

CALLUS AT

YOURS TRULY

229-5300

THE GRIST MILL
FLO & EDDIES.

INFORMATION

TO YOUR DOOR!

'S4 .S0 I;QR Fl.O&.EDDffi'S

.•..
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%atcli tlie :[aces of Christmas Past.

• •

The following photos of John Carroll faculty members show them in a different time and
place. The photos at the bottom are the same faculty members as they look now.

witli tlie lfaces o Christmas Present.
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Job expo aids in job search
by Colleen DeJong
Features Editor

Looking for a job upon graduation from college IS something
that takes a lot of time and effort.
It can also cause swdents stress if
they are having trouble finding a
job "in the real world." There arc,
however, several opportunities to
get ahead in the job search game.
One of these opportunities is
the 1989 college Graduates'
GrcaterClevelandJobExpo. This
event, in its twentieth year, is
designed by the Growth Association in conjunction with Cuyahoga Community College to help
college graduates get in contact
with potential employers. Al-
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though the event is co-sponsored
by the Cuyhoga Community College, it is open to students from
any of the surroundmg colleges
and universities.
Students can bring resumes and
present them to different compa·
nics within their desired field, as
welJ as set up interviews with
various companies.
The expois highly anticipated
by CleveLand area companies.
Thcirenthusiasmovcrtheeventis
especially evident in the fact that
theyhave10paya$295participa·
lion fee.
The reason for the excitement
of the the companies involved is
that it gives them the occasion to
scope perspective employees in a
relaxed atmosphere that is less

stressful than a fonnalantervaew
s1tuauon. The employers also
have the chance 10 fillammcduuc
personnel needs.
Students wishing to participate
10 the event do not need 10 regiStcr. Instead, they give a resume 10
thccoordina10rs, whogivcthepar·
ticipants a catalog of the companics attending the expo. It is then
up to the student to find the companics best suited to the career
they want.
The Job Expo will be held on
Tuesday, Dec. 20 from 9a.m.·
4p.m. at the Unificd Technologies
Center on Cuyahoga Community
College's Metro Campus.

How are you going to prepare for
finals?
"I don't, I don't
study."
Robb Rigsb y
Sophomore

"By watching the
soap s."

Gino
Di Giannantonio
Junior

II WOODWIND I

7 Rt.,PEC'TED IS ACADEMIA
IKIAK

lt PHYSICAL PERSON
.......~-1---11-..f 11 TO !111SR£PR£SE...-r
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-~4-1-..f 15 PARADISE
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t7'i0RWPOET
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l3C\18AN
14JIJSt'.AU
UFALS£1100D
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lt DRI VE-IN(" AM &RICAN
GRAf11TTI")
3tii'YMN
3H'ORIID
36PRAT
37VACIIT
33 TIIACIIER
39CilAVAT
. . ICELANDIC Ln'IRAIY

" Contemplating my
studies over a large
Dominoe's pizza."

woaK
41 IA.-' 1
4l RIJ'£cr
43A BOOK Of.' Tilt I IIU!

4SPERIOO

~
IA
FOR AU.
1 FIIESU-WATER t,SII
I "TIIlt YOUNGER"
l l FOUND IN THE NUCLEUS OF'
CEU.S
U ALTAI OP All GOD

"'ALUMM Dt:eR•:t:

. . . . . . . . . . . . . I OPERATIONAL
Di':CRU:
2FORMICJOE
14 CORROSIVE
JPARTV
lS MOTOR OIL BRAND
4IIYMNTOTR£
"FLOWER SM£U..ING
" PILLORY"
lULL
STOONESIDE

buying my
ltea cJh.eJrs presen ts."
•uc ~~ .. ~•

'PULL.'MN

Brian Sh eridan
Senior

Discounts Available
with John Carroll ID's

21 70 Wan:ensville Ctr. Rd.
(Cedar Center)
University Ht.s.

..

371-3211

''Go to the bQokstore 41nd buy my
books.''

Deann Hookway
Sophomore

The only women's health spa that serves ALL your health and
fitness needs for one low price!

We offer you:
Hourly Classes Available
Non-Im pact
Low-Impact
Active-Impact
T anning Bed s
C hildca.re

•
:
•
•
•

•
•

Sprint Circuit
Lifecycles
R ecumbent Bicycles
Computer Rowing
Hi-Tech Equipment
Sauna

•
:
•
•

Whirlpool
Invidu al Showers
Indivdual Ins truction s
Free Weights

• AND MORE!!
•

"Start going to

class."
'Bridget Sexton
Junior
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Dig to Israel offers students many opportunities
Archaeological dig gives students valuable learning experience
by Colleen DeJong

Features Editor

Many students can only wonder
what it would be like to go on an
archaeological dig and discover
ancientartJ.facts that are thousands
of years old. This summer,John
Carroll srudents will have the opportunity to stop wondering and
start doing.
An archaeological dig in

Toward the end of the trip, stu- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - and spending money. There is
some financial aid available.
dents are given the chance ro visit " ...the military and police forces are quite
For those interested, there will
several important archaeological
visible.
They
are
quite
effective
in
con!io.l;
be
an informational meeting resiteS in Egypt. Among these sites
garding
the dig on Thursday, Dec.
ling
the
environment."
·
,
are the pyramids of Cairo, the
8
from
7:30-8:30
p.m. Tbe meettemplesofKarnak,and the Valley
..Dr. fohn Spencer, associate professor of
ing
will
be
held
in
Room 233 of
ofKings, which includes the tomb
us
studies
of the empress HaLc;hepsut.
The students and volunteers
who go on the trip are subject to
rigorous days that begin at4:30 in
the morning and end all :30 in the
afternoon. The day begins early
in order to avoid the intense after-

"It was one o;f the happiest times 'I've ever
had. It i,s SO"!Jething I'll always remember.. ,

-Marc Lafdyette
Ashkelon, Israel is currently being
organized by Dr. John Spencer, an
associate professor of religious
studies. The dig, sponsored by
Harvard University, occurs every
two years.
Eleven students went on the trip
in 1987, and witnessed the discoveryofa dog cemetary that dates
backtoabout300B.C. Thegroup
also aided in uncovering a Roman
bathhouse that contained several
pools and saunas.
· Students also have the chance
to experience the culture or modem Israel. There are several excursions to Jerusalem and other
parts of the country.

noon heat characteristic of the
region.
Weekends are left open, and
students may spend this Lime
however they wish. Some opt to
rest, wh1le others take tours of the
surrounding area.
"The dig is alot of very hard
work, " said senior Marc Lafayeue. who participated in the 1987
dig. "But it was one of the happiest times J' vceverhad. I tis something I'll always remember."
In spite of the political and social
unrest in Israel, Spencer Stated
that the group experiences no real
threat from terrorist factions.
"You have 10 be a bit more
careful than in years past, but the
military and policeforcesarequite
visible." satd Spencer, "They are
quite effective in keeping the ensafe."
I vironment
The
total
estimated cost for the
I Start making credit pur-l
dig
is
around
$ 3,000. This fee
chases lHMEDIATELY I IJe I
covers
airfare,
room and board,
will
send
you
a
Members
I
I Credit Card at once withl field trips, lectures, workshops,
I NO CREDIT CHECK. Uuy nn~ 1

lfou"QtiAITFVTuiii

1 INSTANT CREDITI

Jewelry, Clothing.Sport- l
• lng Goods,Watches, Elecl tronics & MOREl All with l
-installment payments out l
• of our ''Giant 100+ Pages
I Catalog." Take 12 month~ l
to repay. Your personall
credit card is a -second
l r.o.- valuable for checkl
l eashing, etc. plus your l
Students Credit Group
• A-1 reference will be on
l file to help you obtain I
t other credit cards. So
send in your $5 catalog
deposit now. (refundable
J with your first order)

I 100" Slt!JIJdJon Gumntaed

I

(at

your Monty IKkl

r~n~
-:: , ,

I

CHRISTMAS SHOP, WINDOW SHOP,
OR JUST WALK AROUND!

I
I

1

I~
~
I
1~
I
I MEMBERS P.O.IOX464! •
II Students
ftJRT lAUDUOAL£.1
~...,...
f\ORIOA Jllli.J

.._______ _
CAIO>I

The JCU students who went on the dig in 1987 on location in Ashkelon.
Top row: (left to right) Dr. Spencer, Mike Coleman, Audrey Fonseca, Marc Larayette, Tom Disalvatore, and Bonnie McCulley
Bouom Row: (left to right) Pat Sutman, Mike Murphy, Michael S~hilling, Frank Lozado, Giovanna
Coccia. and Norma Geller

1
1

Emblsll .... Cl'ld~ Todrt!

Dig it!

BUSES
TO
GALLERIA

I

I

.·~

·SATURDAY THE
10TH
LEAVING: 12pm and 2pm
RETURNING: 3:30pm and 5pm
MEET AT BELVOIR
SPONSORED BY THE STUDENT UNION

12459 Cedar Rd. Oeveland HIS. :lii-I!SIXJ I 2'!. West Oran11e ~ . Chal{nn Falls 24i·4900
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SlaJ>stick humor returns in 'The Naked Gun'
by Larry Daher
Charlie Chaphn made it famous. The Three Stooges and
Abbott and Costello brought it
into the American home with
regularity. Whatisil? ltistheart
of slap-stick comedy.
Today the art lives, mainly
because of the efforts of Jim Abrahams, David Zucker, and Jerry
Zucker. They arc the people who
broughtyouthesmashmovie"Airplane," and they are at it again
with their holiday release, "The
Naked Gun: From the Files of
Police Squad."
The film centers around a Los
Angles cop, Lt. Frank Drebin,
played by Leslie Nielson, who

starred also in "Airplane." The
supporting cast includes Ricardo
Montalban,PrisciUa Presley, and
George Kennedy.
Montalban plays Vincent
Ludwig, the villain who matches
WllS with Drebin. Presley plays
Ludwig's personal assistant Jane
Spcncer,and Kennedy plays Capt.
Ed Hocken, Drebin's loyal friend
and superior. These four actors
along with others (O.J. Simpson,
Reggie Jackson. et al.), mesh this
seemingly plotless movie into one
of this year's funniest.
The story begins with Nielson
doing his James Bond imitation.
He beats up the likes of ldi Amin,
Mikhail Gorbachev. and MuhammarKhadafi. From here the movie
moves into the real plot. Drebin 's

old partner, played by O.J.
Simpson, is shot in a drug-smugghng ra1d and Drebin is out to get
revenge. The leader of the drug
smuggling is Ludwag. While investigating Ludwig, Drebin discovers anotherservice that Ludwig
provides: assassanation. He has
been hired to kill Queen Eh7..abcth, who is visiting the United
States. Through a hilarious sequence of events Drcbin is able to
stop this anempt and everyone
lives happily ever after.
"The Naked Gun: From the
Files of Police Squad" is one of
thefunniestmovicsthisycar. Even
though the plot is almost non-exIStent, Lhe silly gags and physical
jokes more than make up for this
deficu. The only possible prob-

Rod :forever young
by Karen Teeter and Sue
Zurkovski
British rocker Rod Stewart
wasn't "Out of Order" last Saturday night, unlike six weeks ago
when he was forced to cancel his
Oct. 15 Cleveland perfonnance
due to illness.
Appearing before a sell-out
crowd at Richfield Coliseum,
Stewart continued his "Out of
Order" tour by captivating a diverse group of Cleveland fans
ranging in age from 15-50.
Stewart opened his show singing his 1977 hit "Hot Legs" amid
adazzlingdisplayofmullicolored
lightS. He continued to play such
favontes such as "Maggie May,"
"You're in my Heart," "Young
Turks," and "Do Ya Think I'm
Sexy?"
Before perfonning his current
hit single, "Forever Young," Stewart presented a $5000 check to
the Cleveland Health Care for the

att
azza:
President

Mon 1·2, 4: 15 5:30
TUee/'Thurw 3 S
Wed 1·3, 4: 11> S:30

Brian Donovan:
VIce Prealdent
Mon I 1::10, 3:3()-4:30
1\lca/'Thura 3:30 4:30
Wed 3:00 4:00
Fr1 I I ::10

Amy Finke:
Secretary

Mon 13 r
TUce 13:30·1 45.
3::10·5
Wed 12 I
"l1nln 1 3

Pete Smayda:
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Mon/Wed II I
TUCII/'Thura 2;30 4:30

MlcheDe McNulty:
Chief Jus tice
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Leslie Nielsen stars as Lt. Frank Drebin in 'Naked Gun'
lem with this movie is alS particular type of humor. For those who
don't like it, seeing this mov1e
would be a waste of money. For

ALTERNATIVES: DECEMBER S-14

Homeless Project. HecredJted the
city of Cleveland with being the
first to play the flip side of his
"Reason to Believe" single in
1971. Recorded on that Oip side
was the song "Maggie May,"
which went to number one in six
weeks and sent his career soaring.
In addition, Stewart mentioned
that all proceeds from "Forever
Young" will be donated to organizations providing care for the
homeless in America.
Mixing the old with the new,
Stewart pleased the energetic
crowd as he danced on platfonns
placed on both sides of the stage
while belting out his tunes to the
audience.
Stewart returned to the stage
for his encore kicking soccer balls
to his fans.
At the beginning of his performance, Stewart promised to
make up for his cancelled concert
in October; with his elaborate light
show, powerful voice, and bound·
l~s energy, Stewartcertainly did.

TODAY (8): Peabody's Down Under: "Bang Bang." Peabody's
Cafe: "Natural Facts." Student Union Film Series: "Burgular,"
Jardine Room. Turkey Ridge Tavern: "Aces and 8's."
FRIDAY (9): Peabody's DownUnder: "I-TAL." Peabody's
Cafe: "Red Line." Turkey Ridge Tavern; "Rebels Without
Applause." Case Western Film Series: "The Satisfiers of Alpha
Blue."
SATUROAY (10): Peabody's DownUnder: "Pat Dailey
Holiday Concert.'' Peabody's Cafe: ".forecasL" Case Wesccm

Film Series: ..The Grand Highway.'' Turkey Ridge Tavern:
"French Lconards." Cleveland Ballet: "The Gift."
SUNDAY (11): Peabody's Down Under: "Georgia Satellites."
Turkey Ridge Tavern: "The Basics." Cleveland Ballet "The
Gift"
MONDAY (12): Turkey Ridge Tavern: "Company."
TUESDAY (13): Peabody's Down Under: "Testament." Peabody's Cafe: "Horns 'n' Things." Turkey Ridge Tavern: "Fine
Young Minds." S.U. Film Series: 'The Money Pit."
WEDNESDAY (14): Peabody's DownUnder: "Bob Ferrazza
Jazz Oclet" Peabody's Cafe: "Steal 'n' Bread." Turkey Ridge
Tavern: "Ohio."

TURKEY RIDGEi!:~&
NEVER A COVER CHARGE!!
Thursday

ACES & EIGHTS
Friday

REBELS WITHOUT
APPLAUSE
Saturday

FRENCH LENARDS

Monday

BROWNS&
DOLPHINS!
BIG SCREEN TV

Tuesday

FINE
YOUNG MINDS

Sunday

Wednesday

THE BASICS

OHIO

1852 Covent

those that do enjoy it, however,
this movie provades an excellent
way to take a study break while
cramming for finals.

Road, Cleveland Hei hts Ph.321-7070

PIZZA IN
TOWN
NOWAHAS
HOT NEW
DEAL.
TWO 12" PIZZAS
JUST

$9.95

Addltionitif

TWO 16" PIL.L.,.,~
JUST

$12.95
tonal toppings $1

381-5555

1982 Warrensville Ctr.
Expires Dec.21 , 1988

One offer per pizza.
Our drivers carry less than

$20.00.
Limited delivery area.

· ~A/~

~~
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Food court offers variety for X-n1as shoppers
by Larry Daher

There arc only 17 shoppmg days left 'til Santa comes
rumbling down the ch1mney. It is approachmg "crunch
time," when one must go out and get all those gifts not yet
bought. Many people will likely trek to Beachwood MaJI,
where shoppers can find something for even the most
particular person. It is likely ,too, that most shoppers will
want to grab a bite to cat; at cemer court there is a large variety of restaurantS from which to choose. The restaurants
range from McDonaJd's to The Mad Greek. Here is a little
outline of what each restaurant has to offer:
McDonald's ISjustlikeanyotherofthe franchised restaurantS. It will give any McShoppcr a McGood meal.
The Mad Greek tsoneofmypersonal favorites. Along
w1th the gyro it aJso offers shish-kebabs and Greek saJads.
Chick-fil-a is another franch1sed restaurant that offers
a vanety of chicken sandwtches and french fries.
Antonio's Pizzeria sells piua. whole and by the slice.
The slices are large and wtll fill any hungry shopper.
The Great Steak & Fry Co. speciaJizes in what itS
name suggests: steak sandwJchesand french fries. You can

purchase either a whole or a half sandwich. Also. Great
Steak & Fry serves freshly cut french fnes. Th1s makes a
delicious lunch
Davis' Bakery & Delicatessen offers a wide selection
of d1fferent type dch sandwtches. Besides the sandwiches
Davis' also has many lip-smacking pastry treatS.
Tbe Beverly Hills Cafe is the one resr.auramthatoffers
itS own scaung area. It is unlike all the other fast-food
restaurants. Th1s sit-down restaurant offers a w1de variety
ofdomestic and ethnicmcaJs. Theone drawback is that one
must pay for the service. You may want to avoid this establishmem if you are on a tight Christmas budget.
The sister restaurant to The Beverly Hills Cafe is
Beverly Hills Express. It offers a wide range of foods
from hamburgers to tacos. Ills less expensive than the cafe
and is fast food.
Now,afterhavingcatena main mcalatoneofthese fine
establishments, shoppers will most hkely want a little
desert to wa.sh everything down. There is aJso quhe an
array of sweeHooth shops from which to choose.
The Yogurt Culture has the weight-consciOus person
in mind. It specializes in yogurt that tastes so close to ice
cream that you would swear it was. They offer different

toppings for the yogurt, such as M&M's or Oreo cookies.
The Yogurt Culture is an excellent chOice for dessert.
Right next door IS Hough Bakeries. It sells cookies.
cakes, pies, and other assorted treatS. Anyone who has a
sweet tooth should stop and visit Hough's Bakery.
Those looking for just a little sweet snack may fmd The
Original Cookie just the place. It sells a large assortment
of cookies in many SI7.CS. Onginal Cook1e will even decorate a 12-inch dtametercookic for customers. This creation
could even make a wonderful g1ft
The final shop is The French Oven. This Jittle restaurant offers some of the tastiest and best looking desserts this
side of Paris. It also sells freshly baked bread and croissanLs.
Beachwood Mall obviously has much to offer the
Christmas shopper and his appetite. There are nice stores
for shoppmg and some great little restaurants at which to
dine. Shoppers out buying those last-minute giftS may
wish to stop in at center court and give one of these fine establishments a try.
Of course one must be warned: If one cats too much
while shopping, one might not fit into aJl of the new clothes
for christmas!

Hon1estyle bre'\Vs make Cleveland con1eback
by Wells Werden

..

Recently Cleveland beer drinkers have been enjoying a renaissance of sorts in the locaJ brewing
industry. Our town, once known
for its variety of locally produced
beer, is following the national trend
ofre-discoven ng "house brands."
Several small breweries have
opened in the area, and some independently produced lagers previously unavailable to the Cleve-

land market are now showing up

in restaurants and stores around
the city.
Erin Brew, the only beer made
exclusively for Cleveland, is establishing a reputation for its distinctive flavor. This beer is the
brainchild of several young entrepreneurs who fell that the northcoast had lost itS brewing heritage. They fonnulated their own
recipe foralager,anddeveloped it
under the Erin name.

RECENT
CRAm!
We're a recognized leader in the exciting
field of transponation with entry-level
positions available in the Cleveland area.
We are looking for self-starring individuals
to groom for entry-level
MANAGEMENT and SALES.

smoother ale.
Centuries of European brewing traditon are alive at the Brewing Company, which follows Germany's RheinheitSkabot beer law
that dictates only natural ingredients may be used in the brewing
process. Judging from the taste of
the finished product, and the capacity-level crowds that pack the
pub, the Great Lakes brewers have
mastered the old ways.
A long awaited beer that has
justarrived on the Cleveland scene
isBoston'sSamuaiAdams, which
has won awcrds for the best indepentently made beer in the United
States. It has the nchest, smoothest taste of any beer this side of the
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*

Erin is an amber aJe, with a
taste similar to Coors' Killian's
Red. While not an outstanding
beer, itdocsofferan alternative to
the national brands, not to mention a bit of local pride.
For those who have never had
a chance to ta'it.e freshly brewed
beer, Cleveland now has the Great
Lakes Brewing Company. This
bar/restaurant opened recently on
the near West Side, across from
the West Side Market. The "brew
pub" features two house lagers
made right on the premises.
Named for figures of locaJ lore,
the Hc1sman (after Joe Heisman)
1sadark,hearty lager, while Eliot's
ambcr(for Eliot Ness) is a lighter,

Business degree, with emphasis in
transportation, management, operations or
sales.

* Excellent written and oral communications skills
* Flexibility to shift work.
We Offer:

,.Tropical Sun Tanning Centers

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Drive a Formula K Racing Car
~~~OnOurSlic Trac!
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Play Your Favorite Video Games
in Our Video Arcade!

* Excellent salary, benefits, and bonus

•••••••••••••••••••••

incentives.
* On-the-job training
* Advancement potential
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Warren, Michigan
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Atlantic. Also. itsbottlesareprobably the mostauractiveof all in the
bar cooler, with the solemn inscription "Samual Adams" beer
brewer, patriot" gracing the !able.
After one sip of Adams you will
never drink a Lite Beer again.
These independent beer makers promise to give the national
brands a run for their money. SaJes
of the independents have been
brisk and they are receiveing better name recognition. Although a
bit more expensive that a typicaJ
domestic beer, the locals arc worth
the extra few cents. Their unique
navors g1ve beer aficionados
something to toast to.

Biomedical Sciences
Integrated graduate
training opportunities
• Biochemistry/Metabolism
/Nutrition
• Cell Biology/ Cell Physiology
• Developmental Biology
/Anatomy
• Environmental Health
Sciences
•Immunology/Pathology
• Molecular Biology/Genetics
• Neurosciences
• Pharmacological Sciences
Tuition and stipends are
provided. Srudents with a
strong academic record
should specify an area of
interest and contact:
Coordinator of Graduate
Srudies West 452A
Case Wesrem Reserve
University School
of Medicine
2119 Abington Road
Cleveland, Ohio 44106
216-368-3347
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JCU swimmers get first test at NCIT
by Chris Wenzler
Sports Editor
The John Carroll University
men's swim team placed ninth
and lhe women's team placed lOth
at the National Catholic Invitational Tournament at Villanova
Univeristy last weekend.
''I was pretty happy on the
whole regarding the perform-

ances," head coach Mau Lenhart
said. "I just wish we would have
been aJiowed to start praclice earlier in the year. The PAC won't
allow us to start practice until Oct.
15, whilemostoftheseDivision I
schools have been in the water
since early September."
The Carroll teams had some
individual highlights. Freshman
divcrCtiristy Palumbo placed fiflh
in the one-meter and eighth in the

three-meter competitions. Freshman Tom Doyle placed 17th in the
finals of the 200-mcter backstroke.
Junior Kim MacDougall placed
21st in the 1650-meter medley.
The relay teams fared well also.
The women's 200-,400-, and 800meter freestyle relay teams all
placed lOth, while themen's200and 400-meter freestyle and 200meter medley relay teams all
placed ninlh.

Wenzler's WaveJength:
A Very Special Christmas
Is there nothing sacred?
Here's the picture: It's Christmas Day. A time to
rejoice. A time for a family to be together. Presents
are given and presents are received. Everyone is in a
holiday cheer. And Houston is leading Washington
State by seven.
Is something wrong with this picture? Yes, indeed. The geniuses at ABC television, figuring that
families have nothing better to do on Christmas Day,
have come up with the enlhralling Houston-Washington State Aloha Bowl match-up in an effort to
snatch those lonesomesouls away from lheir Christmas boredom.
They've already ruined Thanksgiving.
Picture this: It's Thanksgiving Day. A time torejoice. A time to give thanks. Delicious food is served
and delicious food is devoured. Dad gets up to get
some more milk. Five minutes later, he's not back.

Mom gets suspicious, goes to look for him. Finds
him in the family room catching the waning moments of the Minnesota-Detroit thriller. Big fight
Divorce city. Thank you, NBC.
Maybe Thanksgiving doesn't have the same religious reverence as does Christmas, so it may be in
slightly moderate taste to air a football game during
turkey dinner.
But Christmas? Come on. The game is being
played in, ofall places, Hawaii. Christmas in Hawaii
should be left to Perry Como or Don Ho.
One day ,just one day out of the year, the networks
should just shut off. No more Pat Sajak hosted
parades. No more Christmas theme newscasts.
And, for all our sake's, no more...what's that?
Washington State is on the one-yard line, down by
four with 20 seconds to play?
Jf you will excuse me... for just a moment ..

"Every team came in here
shaved and tapered," Lenhart said.
"The competition was really solid
because there arc a lot of swimmers who are gunning for earlyseason national rankings. But the
team did well against primarily
scholarship athletes. Christy
(Palumbo) turned a lm of heads
with how well she did in the diving competition. She was beating
some solid scholarship athletes.
Tom Doyle beat some scholarship
athletes as well."
Lenhart also had reason to be

encouraged about the level the
team swam at against another
Division lil school, the University of San Diego, which competed at the meet
"San Diego has a bonafide top
10 team. and they on I y beat us by
13 points,"Lenhartsaid. ''I'm very
pleased with that San Diego always has a good team,and to be up
there with them bodes well for
us."
ThcJCU teams will compete at
home Saturday against Oberlin at
7p.m.

Men and women
both struggling
in hoop action
by Chris Wenzler and Bob Pizarro
The John Carroll men's basketball team has had a rough start to the
month of December.
Despite trailing early, the defending Mid-American champions,
Eastern Michigan, drilled the defending Presidents' Athletic Conference champions, John Carroll, by an 89-61 count last Saturday night in
Ypsilanti, Michigan. Craig Huffman led the scoring with 30 points,
with freshman MikeToth and sophomore Mike Millard pacing the learn
with seven rebounds apiece.
"We had an early Jead 8L 17-J4," said Hutrriiiii, "&uldled'_,..-JC)t
going. By the halfway poim of the second half, it was over. We were
probably hurt by their experience as much as our inexperience, but give
these guys a year or two. They'll be right up there."
The Streaks then traveled to Allegheny to take on the Gat.ors last
Tuesday night, but met with similar results. The Streaks fell to the
highly-touted Gators, 81-67.
The Blue Streaks take a couple of weeks off before resuming play
at the Heidelberg Tournament.. beginning Dec. 20.
TheJCU women's basketball team has begun its December much
the same way. At Marietta Saturday afternoon, the Lady S trcaks bowed
to the strong host team, 80-72. Boasting two potential All-American
guards, Marietta tried several times to put Cmroll away, but the Lady
Streaks fought back, only to fall short.
"There was a time, when we were only down by six wil.h a couple of
minutes left.. lhat I felt we should have made our run," head coach Kevin
Nunley said. "We had the momentum going our way. but, like all year
long, our problem has been finishing the job. We didn •tfinish it.. and the
game got away from us."
The women will play one final home game, against Kenyon,
Saturday at 2 p.m., before taking a few weeks off for the Christmas
break. Their ftrst game back will be at Allegheny Jan. 9.

NIGHTS
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Huffman finds role reversal to his liking
Blue Streak Bio
amt: Craig Huffman
lass: Senior
irtbdatt: June s, 1967
ometown: North. Canton, Obi
igb Scbool: Hoover
Jor: Biology (pre-dentistry)
For some players, the game of
basketball is no longer a game.
They find lhatlhe games are not as
fun as lhey used to be. Even the
incomparable Michael Jordan
made thatassenion about himself.
Craig Huffman hopes he never
goes through lhaL
"The fun part of basketball is to
just go out and play," Huffman
said. "When you get down to it,
it's still only a game. The only
pressureyoushouldfccl is1fyou're
playing lousy, and lhe pressure is
for you to play betLer, but lhat
should be self-motivated. The idea
is to have fun, which is whatltry
to do."
As a senior, Huffman, one of
John Carroll's starting guards,
stands out among a team heavily
laden with underclassmen. Being
a standout, though, was bound to
his

John Carroll indicates. Going mto
lhis season, be was ftflh on lhe alltime career sconng list
(1,068),Lhird in career scoring
average (20.2), eighth m career
field goals (414), and posted lhe
fiflh and 1Olh best scoring seasons
(516in 1987-88and467in 198586) in Carroll history.
Perhaps his greatest challenge
lhis year is not to break a school
record, but to act as lhe leader to
this young ballclub.
"It'sdefinitely a different situation for me," Huffman said. "In
lhe past. lhere was always someone like (Andy) Juhola or (Jim)
Berger to look to for leadership.
Now, it's my tum, and it feels
strange. I remember how it was
when I was a freshman, and how I
listened to lhe older guys for what
we should do. Now, J have to be
lheone talking. It's aU new to me,
but I enjoy iL"
Huffman's athletic career was
in full swing during his years at
Hoover High School in North
Canton, Ohio. He was a lhreespon letterwinner in soccer, baseball, and, of course, basketball.
He was recruited by schools such
as Air Force and Division li Ash-

Its
placement success in pre-dentistry.
Huffman has seen his share of
peaks and valleys as far as his
careerat John Carroll is concerned.
He was fltSt team AJJ-PAC m his
freshman year, and was on line for
a tremendous sophomore season
when he fell victim to lhe "injury
bug"-- in his case a calcified lhigh
muscle-- that swept the team during the 1986-87 season.
"That was a terrible time,"
Huffman srud, wuh a reluctant
grin. "I had a tough lime getting
through that. It was very difficult
for me to stt on the bench watchwhen I

knew I should have been out there.
It was lhe first serious mjury I had
in mylife,sol'mjustlhankful I'm
back playing again."
Last year, Huffman began ascending lhe peaks again, even
lhough he admits he wasn't fully
recovered from lhe inJury. He
returned close to his old form
again, leading lhe team in scoring
and to a 20-4 record. Unfortunately, as history will auest, the
team was not extended an invitation to lhe NCAA Division JII
playoffs.
" I really felt for the seniors because I knew lhey wanted the bid
badly," Huffman said."lthink 1f
we had won one game more, we
could have made it"
AslheBlueStreaks' seniorcocaptain, along wilh center Joe
Curry, Huffman will auempt to
lead lhe team to its fourth PAC
title in a row. Allhough lhe team is
struggling early on, he believes
lhis is a realistic goal.
"I'd like to be able to say that I
played on four consecutive conference championshap teams,"
Huffman said. "There's not too
many people who can say they did
lhal."

In his final season as a Blue
Streak, Huffman will try to pack
his fmest season in with his most
enjoyable. Pan of the fun will be
to increase hts prowess from the
three-point range.
"1 didn't like the shot at fltSt,"
Huffman said. "We used to set up
shotS from that range before they
put in the three-point line.! thought
it was too close and tOO easy to
score from. A three-point play used
to be a special thing, a shot made
plus getting fouled. But I was
proved wrong. It's actually made
thcgarnemoreexciting.lcan'tsay
I haven't taken advantage of it."
If Huffman has learned anything during his three-plus years
as a member of the John Carroll
basketball team, it is that accomplishmentSareachievedasa team,
not as an individual.
"It's something that guys like
Juhola, Berger, and (Steve) Ray!
were able to teach me," Huffman
said. "The team comes before
anything else, and that individual
honors wtll come as they may. 1
have to concentrate on winning
games, and if m winning the games
I achieve some record, fine."
-Chris Wenzler-
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The fresh alternative has always been bigger! Now its even fresher, because we bake our own bread.
The freshest ingredients. The freshest bread. The biggest sandwich. Try one today!
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